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2016 NBA New Year’s resolutions for every team in the Eastern Conference 

By Ben Golliver 

Fifty years ago, Bill Russell’s Celtics defeated the Lakers in Game 7 of the 1966 Finals by a mere two 

points. Thirty years ago, Boston’s 1986 title team was so loaded that Hall of Famer Bill Walton had to 

come off the bench. Twenty years ago, Michael Jordan’s 1996 Bulls set an NBA record with 72 wins on 

their way to the championship.  

2016 need not be frightened by those formidable anniversaries. Thanks to the record-setting Warriors—

and strong challenges from the Spurs, Cavaliers and Thunder—the coming new year has a chance to add 

another memorable to the NBA’s “6” legacy.    

Stephen Curry and company will continue to chase history as the calendar flips, but what about 

everyone else? Below, find SI.com’s proposed New Year’s resolutions for the 15 Eastern Conference 

teams. Check back for the Western Conference resolutions soon. (All stats through Dec. 30.)  

Atlanta Hawks: Break the bank for Al Horford 

Everything changed for the Hawks in 2015: four All-Stars, a franchise-record 60 wins, an unexpected trip 

to the Eastern Conference finals, and an ownership change. And yet, in a way, nothing changed: just like 

last year, Atlanta is heading for negotiations with a free agent whose decision that will reaffirm or 

undercut all of this progress. Last year, the free agent was forward Paul Millsap, and the Hawks 

managed to retain him, although it cost them DeMarre Carroll in the process. This year, it’s versatile 

center Al Horford, 29, who will enter the summer as one of the most-coveted free agents after 

completing a bargain five-year, $60 million rookie extension. “Great values” don’t last forever, and 

Horford, like Millsap before him, could see his salary doubled next season.  

Atlanta’s case for Horford to stay is convincing. Following some rough times in November, the Hawks are 

back at the top of the Southeast Division and challenging the Cavaliers for the East’s No. 1 spot. While 

the loss of Carroll is certainly felt and Kyle Korver hasn’t been nearly as lethal this season, coach Mike 

Budenholzer’s crew plows along thanks to its talented, flexible and balanced frontcourt, which now 

encourages both Horford and Millsap to jack up threes.  

But Horford’s relative silence about his future leads to numerous questions. Can Atlanta retain Horford 

and improve its roster at the same time next summer, or will something have to give like it did last year? 

Does this Hawks core have title potential, or is it locked into a “very good, but not truly great” ceiling? 

Does Horford view himself as Atlanta’s answer to Tim Duncan, a one-team guy for his whole career, or 

might he follow LaMarcus Aldridge’s approach by seeking out greener pastures? Will an exploding salary 

cap and a long list of large-market teams with spending power help pry him away from the oft-

overlooked Hawks? Might Horford be hesitant to re-sign a long-term deal with the Hawks given the 

advancing ages of some of their key supporting pieces after seeing Marc Gasol make a similar 

commitment in Memphis, only to look stuck in a dead-end situation a few months later? Those 

dynamics will play out in July and they may very well be influenced by what happens in April, May and 

June. What won’t change between now and then: Atlanta needs Horford for its good times to continue.  

Boston Celtics: Opt for a light touch in February 


